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An Artful Relic Andrew R. Casper 2021-08-19 In 1578, a fourteen-foot linen
sheet bearing the faint bloodstained imprint of a human corpse was presented to
tens of thousands of worshippers in Turin, Italy, as one of the original
shrouds used to prepare Jesus Christ’s body for entombment. From that year into
the next century, the Shroud of Turin emerged as Christianity’s preeminent
religious artifact. In an unprecedented new look, Andrew R. Casper sheds new
light on one of the world’s most famous and controversial religious objects.
Since the early twentieth century, scores of scientists and forensic
investigators have attributed the Shroud’s mysterious images to painterly,
natural, or even supernatural forces. Casper, however, shows that this modern
opposition of artifice and authenticity does not align with the cloth’s
historical conception as an object of religious devotion. Examining the period
of the Shroud’s most enthusiastic following, from the late 1500s through the
1600s, he reveals how it came to be considered an artful relic—a divine
painting attributed to God’s artistry that contains traces of Christ’s body.
Through probing analyses of materials created to perpetuate the Shroud’s cult
following—including devotional, historical, and theological treatises as well
as printed and painted reproductions—Casper uncovers historicized connections
to late Renaissance and Baroque artistic cultures that frame an understanding
of the Shroud’s bloodied corporeal impressions as an alloy of material
authenticity and divine artifice. This groundbreaking book introduces rich, new
material about the Shroud’s emergence as a sacred artifact. It will appeal to
art historians specializing in religious and material studies, historians of
religion, and to general readers interested in the Shroud of Turin.
Four-Year Colleges 2009 Peterson's 2008-06 Presents information on location,
enrollment, costs, financial aid, admissions, curriculum, campus life, housing
and career services of four-year colleges and universities in the United States
and Canada.
Middle Kingdom and Empire of the Rising Sun June Teufel Dreyer 2016 June Teufel
Dreyer's historical synthesis of China and Japan's relationship, Middle Kingdom
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and Empire of the Rising Sun, provides a jargon-free, concise, and readily
understandable overview of one of the world's great civilizational rivalries.
Museum Branding Margot Wallace 2016-03-07 In today's busy world, museums
compete for visitors not only with other museums, but also with a worthy
selection of cultural institutions from performing arts to libraries. Add to
these magnets a slew of enticing leisure activities, from theme parks to
jogging trails. Given a weekend afternoon with a little free time to spare, a
prospective visitor has a tempting selection of destinations to choose from.
Branding a museum helps it stand out from the crowd by giving it an image and
personality with which visitors and supporters can identify, increasing their
emotional attachment and encouraging them to return. In Museum Branding,
Wallace offers clear, practical advice on how to brand a museum department by
department, step by step. By highlighting case studies from museums of every
type and size, she emphasizes that brains, not budget, create a successful
branding effort. This new edition is heavily updated to reflect digital
branding from start-to-finish and features three entirely new chapters: Public
Relations and Social Media Theaters, Conservation Labs, and Visible Storage
Spaces Databases
Robot Law Ryan Calo 2016-01-29 Like the Internet before it, robotics is a
socially and economically transformative technology. Robot Law explores how the
increasing sophistication of robots and their widespread deployment into
hospitals, public spaces, and battlefields requires rethinking of a wide
variety of philosophical and public policy issues, including how this
technology interacts with existing legal regimes, and thus may inspire changes
in policy and in law. This volume collects the efforts of a diverse group of
scholars who each, in their own way, has worked to overcome barriers in order
to facilitate necessary and timely discussions of a technology in its infancy.
Identifying controversial legal, ethical, and philosophical problems, the
authors reveal how issues surrounding robotics and regulation are more
complicated than engineers could have anticipated, and just how much
definitional and applied work remains to be done. This groundbreaking
examination of a brand-new reality will be of interest and of use to a variety
of groups as the authors include engineers, ethicists, lawyers, roboticists,
philosophers, and serving military.
The World Book Encyclopedia 2002 An encyclopedia designed especially to meet
the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
Human-Computer Interaction: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Management Association, Information Resources 2015-10-02 As modern technologies
continue to develop and evolve, the ability of users to interface with new
systems becomes a paramount concern. Research into new ways for humans to make
use of advanced computers and other such technologies is necessary to fully
realize the potential of 21st century tools. Human-Computer Interaction:
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications gathers research on user
interfaces for advanced technologies and how these interfaces can facilitate
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new developments in the fields of robotics, assistive technologies, and
computational intelligence. This four-volume reference contains cutting-edge
research for computer scientists; faculty and students of robotics, digital
science, and networked communications; and clinicians invested in assistive
technologies. This seminal reference work includes chapters on topics
pertaining to system usability, interactive design, mobile interfaces, virtual
worlds, and more.
American Conspiracy Theories Joseph E. Uscinski 2014 Conspiracies theories are
some of the most striking features in the American political landscape: the
Kennedy assassination, aliens at Roswell, subversion by Masons, Jews,
Catholics, or communists, and modern movements like Birtherism and Trutherism.
But what do we really know about conspiracy theories? Do they share general
causes? Are they becoming more common? More dangerous? Who is targeted and why?
Who are the conspiracy theorists? How has technology affected conspiracy
theorising? This book offers the first century-long view of these issues.
Economic Sociology Alejandro Portes 2010-04-19 The sociological study of
economic activity has witnessed a significant resurgence. Recent texts have
chronicled economic sociology's nineteenth-century origins while pointing to
the importance of context and power in economic life, yet the field lacks a
clear understanding of the role that concepts at different levels of
abstraction play in its organization. Economic Sociology fills this critical
gap by surveying the current state of the field while advancing a framework for
further theoretical development. Alejandro Portes examines economic sociology's
principal assumptions, key explanatory concepts, and selected research sites.
He argues that economic activity is embedded in social and cultural relations,
but also that power and the unintended consequences of rational purposive
action must be factored in when seeking to explain or predict economic
behavior. Drawing upon a wealth of examples, Portes identifies three strategic
sites of research--the informal economy, ethnic enclaves, and transnational
communities--and he eschews grand narratives in favor of mid-range theories
that help us understand specific kinds of social action. The book shows how the
meta-assumptions of economic sociology can be transformed, under certain
conditions, into testable propositions, and puts forward a theoretical agenda
aimed at moving the field out of its present impasse.
SELF-SUFFICIENT URBANISM: a Vision of Contraction for the Non-distant Future
Jaime Correa 2008-11-07 SELF-SUFFICIENT URBANISM is the most comprehensive town
design mitigation plan available in today's transitional market. Itencourages
the creation of sustainable urban villages and rural settlements where almost
everything needed for our daily living is found,produced, created, used, reused and recycled at walking distance from an identifiable center and in closed
economic loops. Self-sufficient Urbanism focuses on the "re-localization" of
resources, and on the advocacy and development of technologies attempting
toeliminate our existent fossil fuel dependency and reduce our current rate of
carbon emissions. This introductory pamphlet reviews theexisting universal
predicament and offers a positive solution of contraction, simplicity and human
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dignity.
Cuban Modernism Victor Deupi 2021-02-08 In the 20th century, modern
architecture thrived in Cuba and a wealth of buildings was realized prior to
the revolution 1959 and in its wake. The designs comprise luxurious nightclubs
and stylish hotels, sports facilities, elegant private homes and apartment
complexes. Drawing on the vernacular, their architects defined a way to be
modern and Cuban at the same time – creating an architecture oscillating
between tradition and avantgarde. Audacious concrete shells, curving ramps,
elegant brises-soleils and a fluidity of interior and exterior spaces are
characteristic of an airy, often colorful architecture well-suited to life in
the tropics. New photographs and drawings were specially prepared for this
publication. A biographical survey portraits the 40 most important Cuban
architects of the era.
Institutions Count Alejandro Portes 2012-09-12 What leads to national progress?
The growing consensus in the social sciences is that neither capital flows, nor
the savings rate, nor diffuse values are the key, but that it lies in the
quality of a nation’s institutions. This book is the first comparative study of
how real institutions affect national development. It seeks to examine and
deepen this insight through a systematic study of institutions in five Latin
American countries and how they differ within and across nations. Postal
systems, stock exchanges, public health services and others were included in
the sample, all studied with the same methodology. The country chapters present
detailed results of this empirical exercise for each individual country. The
introductory chapters present the theoretical framework and research
methodology for the full study. The summary results of this ambitious study
presented in the concluding chapter draw comparisons across countries and
discuss what these results mean for national development in Latin America.
Salvaging Community Michael Touchton 2019-07-15 American communities face
serious challenges when military bases close. But affected municipalities and
metro regions are not doomed. Taking a long-term, flexible, and incremental
approach, Michael Touchton and Amanda J. Ashley make strong recommendations for
collaborative models of governance that can improve defense conversion
dramatically and ensure benefits, even for low-resource municipalities.
Communities can't control their economic situation or geographic location, but,
as Salvaging Community shows, communities can control how they govern
conversion processes geared toward redevelopment and reinvention. In Salvaging
Community, Touchton and Ashley undertake a comprehensive evaluation of how such
communities redevelop former bases following the Department of Defense's Base
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) process. To do so, they developed the first
national database on military redevelopment and combine quantitative national
analyses with three, in-depth case studies in California. Salvaging Community
thus fills the void in knowledge surrounding redevelopment of bases and the
disparate outcomes that affect communities after BRAC. The data presented in
Salvaging Community points toward effective strategies for collaborative
governance that address the present-day needs of municipal officials, economic
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development agencies, and non-profit organizations working in post-BRAC
communities. Defense conversion is not just about jobs or economic rebound,
Touchton and Ashley argue. Emphasizing inclusion and sustainability in
redevelopment promotes rejuvenated communities and creates places where people
want to live. As localities and regions deal with the legacy of the post-Cold
War base closings and anticipate new closures in the future, Salvaging
Community presents a timely and constructive approach to both economic and
community development at the close of the military-industrial era.
Handbook of Heritage, Community, and Native American Languages in the United
States Terrence G. Wiley 2014-01-03 Co-published by the Center for Applied
Linguistics Timely and comprehensive, this state-of-the-art overview of major
issues related to heritage, community, and Native American languages in the
United States, based on the work of noted authorities, draws from a variety of
perspectives—the speakers; use of the languages in the home, community, and
wider society; patterns of acquisition, retention, loss, and revitalization of
the languages; and specific education efforts devoted to developing stronger
connections with and proficiency in them. Contributions on language use,
programs and instruction, and policy focus on issues that are applicable to
many heritage language contexts. Offering a foundational perspective for
serious students of heritage, community, and Native American languages as they
are learned in the classroom, transmitted across generations in families, and
used in communities, the volume provides background on the history and current
status of many languages in the linguistic mosaic of U.S. society and stresses
the importance of drawing on these languages as societal, community, and
individual resources, while also noting their strategic importance within the
context of globalization.
Africa's Shadow Rise Doctor Padraig Carmody 2020-09-17 For years economists
have spoken of ‘Africa rising’, and despite the global financial crisis, Africa
continues to host some of the fastest growing economies in the world. Africa’s
Shadow Rise however argues that the continent’s apparent economic ‘rise’ is
essentially a mirage, driven by developments elsewhere - most particularly the
expansion in China's economy. While many African countries have experienced
high rates of growth, much of this growth may prove to be unsustainable, and
has contributed to environmental destruction and worsening inequality across
the continent. Similarly, new economic relationships have produced new forms of
dependency, as African nations increasingly find themselves tied to the
fortunes of China and other emerging powers. Drawing on in-depth fieldwork in
southern Africa, Africa’s Shadow Rise reveals how the shifting balance of
global power is transforming Africa’s economy and politics, and what this means
for the future of development efforts in the region.
The Colonial American Stage, 1665-1774 Odai Johnson 2001 The geographic range
of this study is the British American colonies, from Halifax, Nova Scotia, to
Savannah, in the Georgia colony on the continent, and the British West
Indies."--BOOK JACKET.
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Wearable Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
Management Association, Information Resources 2018-04-06 Advances in technology
continue to alter the ways in which we conduct our lives, from the private
sphere to how we interact with others in public. As these innovations become
more integrated into modern society, their applications become increasingly
relevant in various facets of life. Wearable Technologies: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a comprehensive reference source for
the latest scholarly material on the development and implementation of
wearables within various environments, emphasizing the valuable resources
offered by these advances. Highlighting a range of pertinent topics, such as
assistive technologies, data storage, and health and fitness applications, this
multi-volume book is ideally designed for researchers, academics,
professionals, students, and practitioners interested in the emerging
applications of wearable technologies.
How People Matter Isaac Prilleltensky 2021-06-17 Mattering, which is about
feeling valued and adding value, is essential for health, happiness, love,
work, and social well-being. We all need to feel valued by, and add value to,
ourselves, others, co-workers, and community members. This book shows not only
the signs, significance, and sources of mattering, but also presents the
strategies to achieve mattering in our personal and professional lives. It uses
research-based methods of change to help people achieve a higher sense of
purpose and a deeper sense of meaning. Each chapter gives therapists, managers,
teachers, parents, and healthcare professionals the tools needed to optimize
personal and collective well-being and productivity. The volume explains how
promoting mattering within communities fosters wellness and fairness in equal
measure. By using the new science of feeling valued and adding value, the
authors provide a guide to promoting happier lives and healthier societies.
American Universities and Colleges 2014-10-08
Chase's Calendar of Events 2020 Editors of Chase's 2019-09-24
Chase's Calendar of Events lists everything worth knowing and
each day of the year: 12,500 holidays, historical milestones,
festivals, sporting events and much more. "The Oxford English
holidays." NPR's Planet Money.

Since 1957,
celebrating for
famous birthdays,
Dictionary of

Conflict, Commerce, and an Aesthetic of Appropriation in the Italian Maritime
Cities, 1000-1150 Karen Rose Mathews 2018-02-05 In Conflict, Commerce, and an
Aesthetic of Appropriation in the Italian Maritime Cities, 1000-1150, Karen
Rose Mathews analyzes the relationship between war, trade, and the use of
spolia (appropriated objects from past and foreign cultures) as architectural
decoration in the public monuments of the Italian maritime republics in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries.
The Mathematical Legacy of Richard P. Stanley Patricia Hersh 2016-12-08 Richard
Stanley's work in combinatorics revolutionized and reshaped the subject. His
lectures, papers, and books inspired a generation of researchers. In this
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volume, these researchers explain how Stanley's vision and insights influenced
and guided their own perspectives on the subject. As a valuable bonus, this
book contains a collection of Stanley's short comments on each of his papers.
This book may serve as an introduction to several different threads of ongoing
research in combinatorics as well as giving historical perspective.
Four-Year Colleges 2015 Peterson's 2014-07-29 Peterson's Four-Year Colleges
2015 is the trusted guide of high school guidance counselors, parents, and
students. This valuable resource includes information on accredited four-year
undergraduate institution in the United States and Canada (and many
international schools)-more than 2,600 institutions in all. It also includes
detailed two-page descriptions, written by admissions personnel, for more than
400 colleges and universities. College-bound students and their parents can
access important information, including campus setting, enrollment, academic
programs, entrance difficulty, expenses, student-faculty ratio, application
deadlines, and contact information, as well as the most frequently chosen
baccalaureate fields. The Advice Center provides helpful articles on
specialized college options, such as Honors Programs and Colleges, Online
Learning, Women's Colleges, and Public vs. Private institutions. Other articles
offer advice on making a list of your "Top-Ten" colleges, surviving
standardized tests, preparing to get into college, paying for college,
scholarship guidance, and advice for international students applying to U.S.
colleges and universities. Indexes include Majors or Fields of Study, Entrance
Difficulty, Cost Ranges, and geographic and alphabetical listings of all
schools.
Global Photography Erina Duganne 2020-06-08 This innovative text recounts the
history of photography through a series of thematically structured chapters.
Designed and written for students studying photography and its history, each
chapter approaches its subject by introducing a range of international,
contemporary photographers and then contextualizing their work in historical
terms. The book offers students an accessible route to gain an understanding of
the key genres, theories and debates that are fundamental to the study of this
rich and complex medium. Individual chapters cover major topics, including: ·
Description and Abstraction · Truth and Fiction · The Body · Landscape · War ·
Politics of Representation · Form · Appropriation · Museums · The Archive · The
Cinematic · Fashion Photography Boxed focus studies throughout the text offer
short interviews, curatorial statements and reflections by photographers,
critics and leading scholars that link photography's history with its practice.
Short chapter summaries, research questions and further reading lists help to
reinforce learning and promote discussion. Whether coming to the subject from
an applied photography or art history background, students will benefit from
this book's engaging, example-led approach to the subject, gaining a
sophisticated understanding of international photography in historical terms.
A Country Calendar, and Other Writings Flora Thompson 1979 A collection of the
articles Flora Thompson wrote for a small magazine, the Catholic fireside,
between 1916 and 1928, when she lived in Liphook in Hampshire as the
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postmaster's wife. Her interest was captured by many things, including a
kestrel hunting in the January skies, the return of migrant birds in April, the
remedial properites of the elder tree, and the solitary life of the ploughman.
Flora Thompson is perhaps best-known as the author of the country classic, Lark
rise to Candleford, and her remarkable observations about the countryside form
a valuable part of the history of rural England.
Reformation Unbound Karl Gunther 2014-09-25 A study of radical English
Protestant views of reformation, revising understandings of early English
Protestantism and the development of Puritanism.
Seven Recipes for the New Urbanism Jaime Correa 2009-01-12 Seven Recipes for
the New Urbanism presents an irreverent view of seven magical recipes at the
heart of the New Urbanism movement: memory, suburban dysfunction, intellectual
precedents, region and ecology, urban form, building type and cultural
representation. A number of admonitions and a thrilling professional agenda
(cleverly disguised as metaphysical denials and affirmations) are followed by a
portfolio of breathtaking projects, drawings and photographs. This is one of
the freshest expressions of New Urbanism by one of its most zealous
practitioners and scholars.
The Norman Conquest Hugh M. Thomas 2008 Exploring the successful Norman
invasion of England in 1066, this concise and readable book focuses especially
on the often dramatic and enduring changes wrought by William the Conqueror and
his followers. From the perspective of a modern social historian, Hugh M.
Thomas considers the conquest's wide-ranging impact by taking a fresh look at
such traditional themes as the influence of battles and great men on history
and assessing how far the shift in ruling dynasty and noble elites affected
broader aspects of English history. The author sets the stage by describing
English society before the Norman Conquest and recounting the dramatic story of
the conquest, including the climactic Battle of Hastings. He then traces the
influence of the invasion itself and the Normans' political, military,
institutional, and legal transformations. Inevitably following on the heels of
institutional reform came economic, social, religious, and cultural changes.
The results, Thomas convincingly shows, are both complex and surprising. In
some areas where one might expect profound influence, such as government
institutions, there was little change. In other respects, such as the indirect
transformation of the English language, the conquest had profound and lasting
effects. With its combination of exciting narrative and clear analysis, this
book will capture students interest in a range of courses on medieval and
Western history.
Attending to Early Modern Women University of Maryland at College Park Center
for Renaissance and baro 1998 This volume continues and amplifies a series of
conversations initiated in 1990 at the conference, "Attending to Women in Early
Modern England," sponsored by the University of Maryland's Center for
Renaissance and Baroque Studies on the College Park campus. The volume
celebrates the work of the almost 400 scholars who contributed - as plenary
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speakers, workshop leaders, and participants - to "Attending to Early Modern
Women," held in April 1994, once again at the University of Maryland at College
Park.
Bulletin. Revisions United States. Bureau of Public Roads 1898
Implications of Social Media Use in Personal and Professional Settings Benson,
Vladlena 2014-12-31 Social technology is quickly becoming a vital tool in our
personal, educational, and professional lives. However, while social networking
helps the world stay connected, its use must be further examined in order to
determine any possible pitfalls associated with the use of this technology.
Implications of Social Media Use in Personal and Professional Settings
investigates the paradoxical nature of social networking in our personal lives
and in the workplace. Highlighting emergent research and psychological impacts,
this publication is an indispensable reference source for academics,
researchers, and professionals interested in the application of social media,
as well as the positive aspects and detrimental effects of the usage of these
technologies.
Theorizing Bioarchaeology Pamela L. Geller 2021-08-01 Bioarchaeology has relied
on Darwinian perspectives and biocultural models to communicate information
about the lives of past peoples. This book demonstrates how further theoretical
expansion—a thoughtful engagement with critical social theorizing—can
contribute insightful and more ethical outcomes. To do so, it focuses on social
theoretical concepts of pertinence to bioarchaeological studies: habitus, the
normal, intersectionality, necropolitics, and bioethos. These concepts can
deepen study of plasticity, disease, gender, violence, and race and ethnicity,
as well as advance the field’s decolonization efforts. This book also works to
overcome the challenges presented by dense social theorizing, which has paid
little attention to real bodies. It historicizes, explains, and adapts
concepts, as well as discusses archaeological, historic, and contemporary case
studies from around the world. Theorizing Bioarchaeology is intended for
individuals who may have initially dismissed social theorizing as postmodern
but now acknowledge this characterization as oversimplified. It is for readers
who foster curiosity about bioarchaeology’s contradictions and common sense.
The ideas contained in these pages may also be of use to students who know that
it is naive at best and myopic at worst to presume data derived from bodies
speak for themselves.
1774 Mary Beth Norton 2020 In this original and important book, Mary Beth
Norton's first in more than fifteen years, she looks at the sixteen months
during which the traditional loyalists to King George III began their
discordant 'discussions' that led to their acceptance of the inevitability of
war against the British Empire and to the clashes at Lexington and Concord in
mid-April, 1775. Drawing extensively on pamphlets, newspapers, and personal
correspondence, Norton reconstructs colonial political discourse as it
happened, showing the vigorous campaign mounted by conservatives criticizing
congressional actions. But by then it was too late. In early 1775, governors
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throughout the colonies informed colonial officials in London that they were
unable to thwart the increasing power of the committees and their allied
provincial congresses. Although the Declaration of Independence would not be
formally adopted until July 1776, Americans, even before the outbreak of war in
April 1775, had in effect "declared independence" by obeying the decrees of
their new provincial governments rather than colonial officials.
College Handbook 2011 The College Board 2010-06-22 This is the only guide
available that contains objective information on every accredited college in
the United States — 2,150 four-year colleges and universities, and 1,650 twoyear community colleges and technical schools. With its clearly laid-out
entries and more than 40 indexes, the College Handbook 2011 is the fastest,
easiest way for students to narrow a college search and compare the schools
that they’re interested in. • Targeted information for home-schooled students
and students considering community college as an option. • Useful features for
black and Hispanic students. • Tables of early decision and wait-list outcomes
show information that can’t be found in any other guide. • Comprehensive
listings of student services, majors, athletics, on-campus activities and
campus computing. • Planning calendar and worksheets help students organize
their applications and stay on track. • Purchasers qualify for a $10 discount
on The Official SAT Online Course™, the only course offered by the test makers.
• Updated annually by a team of editors who verify information with each
college — making the College Handbook 2011 the best college reference guide.
Congressional Record
If You Were Only White Donald Spivey 2012-05-14 If You Were Only White explores
the legacy of one of the most exceptional athletes ever—an entertainer
extraordinaire, a daring showman and crowd-pleaser, a wizard with a baseball
whose artistry and antics on the mound brought fans out in the thousands to
ballparks across the country. Leroy “Satchel” Paige was arguably one of the
world’s greatest pitchers and a premier star of Negro Leagues Baseball. But in
this biography Donald Spivey reveals Paige to have been much more than just a
blazing fastball pitcher. Spivey follows Paige from his birth in Alabama in
1906 to his death in Kansas City in 1982, detailing the challenges Paige faced
battling the color line in America and recounting his tests and triumphs in
baseball. He also opens up Paige’s private life during and after his playing
days, introducing readers to the man who extended his social, cultural, and
political reach beyond the limitations associated with his humble background
and upbringing. This other Paige was a gifted public speaker, a talented
musician and singer, an excellent cook, and a passionate outdoorsman, among
other things. Paige’s life intertwined with many of the most important issues
of the times in U.S. and African American history, including the continuation
of the New Negro Movement and the struggle for civil rights. Spivey
incorporates interviews with former teammates conducted over twelve years, as
well as exclusive interviews with Paige’s son Robert, daughter Pamela, Ted
“Double Duty” Radcliffe, and John “Buck” O’Neil to tell the story of a pioneer
who helped transform America through the nation’s favorite pastime. Maintaining
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an image somewhere between Joe Louis’s public humility and the flamboyant
aggression of Jack Johnson, Paige pushed the boundaries of segregation and
bridged the racial divide with stellar pitching packaged with slapstick humor.
He entertained as he played to win and saw no contradiction in doing so. Game
after game, his performance refuted the lie that black baseball was inferior to
white baseball. His was a contribution to civil rights of a different kind—his
speeches and demonstrations expressed through his performance on the mound.
Guardians of Idolatry Viviana Díaz Balsera 2018-11-01 In 1629, Catholic priest
Hernando Ruiz de Alarcón produced the Treatise on the Heathen Superstitions
That Today Live among the Indians Native to This New Spain to aid the church in
its abolishment of native Nahua religious practices. The bilingual NahuatlSpanish Treatise collected diverse incantations, or nahualtocaitl, used to
conjure Mesoamerican deities for daily sustenance and medical activities. Today
this work is recognized as one of the most significant firsthand records of
indigenous religious practices in postconquest Mexico. Yet, as Viviana Díaz
Balsera argues in Guardians of Idolatry, the selection process for the
incantations recorded in the Treatise reflects two sites of agency: Ruiz de
Alarcón’s desire to present the most flagrant examples of Nahua “demonic”
practices, and Nahua efforts to share benign nahualtocaitl in order to preserve
their preconquest traditions while negotiating with colonial Christian
hegemony. Guardians of Idolatry offers readers a rare, in-depth look at the
nahualtocaitl and the native cosmogonies, beliefs, and medical practices they
reveal. Through close reading of four incantations—for safe travel, maguey sap
harvesting, bow-and-arrow deer hunting, and divination through maize
kernels—Díaz Balsera shows the nuances of a Nahua spiritual world populated by
intelligent superhuman and nonhuman entities that directly responded to human
appeals for intercession. She also addresses Jacinto de la Serna’s Manual for
Ministers of These Indians (1656), an elaborate commentary on the Treatise.
Guardians of Idolatry tells a compelling story of the robust presence of a
unique form of Postclassic Mesoamerican ritual knowledge, fully operative one
hundred years after the incursion of Christianity in south Central Mexico.
Together, Ruiz de Alarcón’s Treatise and de la Serna’s Manual reveal the highly
sophisticated language of the nahualtocaitl, and the disparate ways in which
both colonizers and resilient indigenous agents contributed to the conservation
of Mesoamerican epistemology.
Cycles of Time and Meaning in the Mexican Books of Fate Elizabeth Hill Boone
2013-05-17 In communities throughout precontact Mesoamerica, calendar priests
and diviners relied on pictographic almanacs to predict the fate of newborns,
to guide people in choosing marriage partners and auspicious wedding dates, to
know when to plant and harvest crops, and to be successful in many of life's
activities. As the Spanish colonized Mesoamerica in the sixteenth century, they
made a determined effort to destroy these books, in which the Aztec and
neighboring peoples recorded their understanding of the invisible world of the
sacred calendar and the cosmic forces and supernaturals that adhered to time.
Today, only a few of these divinatory codices survive. Visually complex,
esoteric, and strikingly beautiful, painted books such as the famous Codex
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Borgia and Codex Borbonicus still serve as portals into the ancient Mexican
calendrical systems and the cycles of time and meaning they encode. In this
comprehensive study, Elizabeth Hill Boone analyzes the entire extant corpus of
Mexican divinatory codices and offers a masterful explanation of the genre as a
whole. She introduces the sacred, divinatory calendar and the calendar priests
and diviners who owned and used the books. Boone then explains the graphic
vocabulary of the calendar and its prophetic forces and describes the
organizing principles that structure the codices. She shows how they form
almanacs that either offer general purpose guidance or focus topically on
specific aspects of life, such as birth, marriage, agriculture and rain,
travel, and the forces of the planet Venus. Boone also tackles two major areas
of controversy—the great narrative passage in the Codex Borgia, which she
freshly interprets as a cosmic narrative of creation, and the disputed origins
of the codices, which, she argues, grew out of a single religious and
divinatory system.
White-Collar Crime Brian K. Payne 2016-07-05 The thoroughly updated Second
Edition of White Collar Crime: The Essentials continues to be a comprehensive,
yet concise, resource addressing the most important topics students need to
know about white-collar crime. Author Brian K. Payne provides a theoretical
framework and context for students that explores such timely topics as crimes
by workers, sales-oriented systems, crimes in the health care system, crimes by
criminal justice professionals and politicians, crimes in the educational
system, crimes in economic and technological systems, corporate crime,
environmental crime, and more. This easy to read teaching tool is a valuable
resource for any course that covers white-collar crime.
Making Objects and Events Simon J. Evnine 2016-07-07 Simon J. Evnine explores
the view (which he calls amorphic hylomorphism) that some objects have matter
from which they are distinct but that this distinctness is not due to the
existence of anything like a form. He draws on Aristotle's insight that such
objects must be understood in terms of an account that links what they are
essentially with how they come to exist and what their functions are (the
coincidence of formal, final, and efficient causes). Artifacts are the most
prominent kind of objects where these three features coincide, and Evnine
develops a detailed account of the existence and identity conditions of
artifacts, and the origins of their functions, in terms of how they come into
existence. This process is, in general terms, that they are made out of their
initial matter by an agent acting with the intention to make an object of the
given kind. Evnine extends the account to organisms, where evolution
accomplishes what is effected by intentional making in the case of artifacts,
and to actions, which are seen as artifactual events.
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